DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The NDX Prosthetic Guide, a single use and by-prescription only product,
has been designed to mimic tooth spacing with a pilot drill hole between the central fossa and the top of the ridge, specific to the patient
for which the NDX Prosthetic Guide was prescribed. This NDX Prosthetic
Guide has not been fabricated from a radiograph or CBCT scan.
Therefore, it is NOT to be used to simulate implant depth, angulation, rotation or general position. The implant team should still take a radiograph so
that there is an adequate understanding of the bone. Drilling should not
proceed until planning, implant depth, position and angulation are determined by the surgeon and/or clinician. This product does not dictate
or predict or guide implant depth, position or angulation of the drilling, as
these are medical decisions for the patient’s surgeon and/or clinician.
The NDX Prosthetic Guide and the guidelines provided herein are not
intended to provide diagnosis or treatment and are not sufficient to
allow inexperienced clinicians or surgeons to administer professional
implant treatment or prosthetic dentistry. The guidelines are not intended
to be a substitute for formal training and certification or license. The
NDX Prosthetic Guide should only be used by clinicians or surgeons with
training and experience specific to their clinically accepted application.
National Dentex Labs is not liable for damages resulting from treatment
using the NDX Prosthetic Guide. Responsibility and liability rest strictly with
the medical provider and user of the NDX Prosthetic Guide.
Neither the NDX Prosthetic Guide nor the guidelines provided herein are
intended to provide diagnosis or treatment. The NDX Prosthetic Guide is
not intended to offer medical, dental or surgical advice, nor shall it be
a substitute for the administering surgeon or clinician’s expertise. The
surgeon or clinician administering the NDX Prosthetic Guide has the duty
to determine whether or not this product is suitable for the particular
patient and dental circumstances. National Dentex Laboratories disclaims any liability, expressed or implied, and shall have no responsibility
for any direct, indirect, punitive, consequential or other damages, arising
out of or in connection with the use of, or any errors resulting from the use
of the NDX Prosthetic Guide.
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services and local assistance on all of our products supported by our national network
that includes dedicated aesthetic and technology laboratories.

